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Tsuzuki and Hisoka had become closer since the Kyoto incident. Their relationship deepened, and
someone is not happy about it. Muraki, he has his next plan......
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The day you’ll be mine

Summary:- Tsuzuki and Hisoka had become closer since the Kyoto incident. Their relationship
deepened, and someone is not happy about it. Muraki, He has his next plan......
Pairings:- Tsuzuki x Hisoka, err.. Muraki x Hisoka later...
Disclaimer: I don't own Yami no Matsuei.

Part 1
[I can never let go of you, I don’t want to let go. You showed me a life to live, you saved my life. I was
not going to abandon you, I won’t hurt you, and I won’t let you be alone. The day you showed all of
you, you opened up your heart and soul to me, to love and to be loved. Be by your side was the best
thing I ever had, to feel your warmth, your soul, your body and your love. I can never live without you
and you said the same thing that day. You are mine and I’m yours. This is the place you and I
belonged. We both have a reason to live, love forever. I love you for eternity and forever. My love for you
is infinite, Hisoka, aishooteru~~~]

“Hi~so~ka~~,” Tsuzuki said cheerfully in a sing-song voice.
“……”
“Hisoka?”
“………”
“Hisoooooookaaaa?”
“WHAT the hell do you want, Tsuzuki!?”
“I want that one~~~~” Tsuzuki pouted, pointing at an ice-cream’s shop.
“No”
“Demo.. Soka-chan, I’m hungry~~~”
“NO and stop calling me that!”
“Soka-chan~~~”
*SMACK*
“Itaiiii~~ Hidoiii na.. soka..er..,ano.. Hisoka!” whimpered the inu-watery eyes Tsuzuki.
“……..”
“Hisoka, can..”
“For the last time Tsuzuki, no means NO!”
“Waaahhh…. UWAAAaaaaaaaaaaaahhhh~~!! Soka-cha… Hisoka hates ME~~ Waiii waii~~”
Hisoka gets annoyed and walks away from the crying, whimpering Tsuzuki, while Tsuzuki’s not paying
any attention that Hisoka has left his sight.
Tsuzuki looks around and realizes that Hisoka’s G-O-N-E. “Hi-soka….? Hisoka, doko ni iru yo!?”

Tsuzuki cried out and began to get panicked when suddenly a hand which held an ice-cream appears in
front of him. He looked up and saw his beloved partner.
“Wai! Hisoka!!” Tsuzuki tackled Hisoka and grabbed the ice-cream from Hisoka. “Sankyuu~~
Soka-chan!! Suki da…..”
Hisoka blushed and pushed Tsuzuki away from him. “Baka! Now let’s go, Tatsumi will going to have
our pay off for being late and I’ll going to have your head off for making me late!!”
Tsuzuki grins happily as he reached out his hand and firmly holds Hisoka’s as their fingers intertwined
each others.

TBC.....
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